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A Southern folktale in which kind Blanche, following the
instructions of an old witch, gains riches, while her greedy
sister makes fun of the old woman and is duly rewarded.
The third thrilling installment of the New York Timesbestselling Land of Elyon series! The Land of Elyon has
begun to fail, poisoned by the evil that creeps across the Dark
Hills and into Bridewell. As she moves toward a thrilling
conclusion, Alexa must find a way to overcome the Lonely
Sea, rescue Yipes from the clutches of Victor Grindall, and
unlock the mystery of the Tenth City. But can she find the
answers she needs in time to save The Land of Elyon?
The international bestselling series returns for a new
generation with a fresh look and bonus content from the
legends of Deltora. The Shadow Lord dominates the Land of
Deltora. Only Lief, Barda, and Jasmine can save it from his
evil powers. To do this, they must restore all seven gems to
the magic Belt of Deltora. Four gems have been found. Now
grave news has reached Lief from his home. He longs to
return--but the quest must continue. To find the fifth stone,
the heroes must venture to the edge of the Shadowlands and
enter the dark and terrifying realm of the monster Gellik. Can
Lief, Barda, and Jasmine survive Dread Mountain?
The Japanese hold a Mogi ceremony for young women
coming of age. Latina teenagers get quinceaneras. And
Janice Wills of Melva, NC ... has to compete in the Miss
Livermush pageant. Janice loves anthropology--the study of
human cultures--and her observations help her identify useful
rules in the chaotic world of high school. For instance:
Dancing is an effective mating ritual--but only if you're good at
it; Hot Theatre Guys will never speak to Unremarkable Smart
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Girls like Janice and her best friend, Margo; and a Beautiful
Rich Girl will always win Melva's annual Miss Livermush
pageant. But when a Hot Theatre Guy named Jimmy Denton
takes an interest in Janice, all her scientific certainties
explode. For the first time, she has to be part of the culture
that she's always observed; and all the charts in the world
can't prove how tough--and how sweet--real participation and
a real romance can be. Funny, biting, and full of wisdom, this
marks the debut of a writer to watch.
Lief, Barda and Jasmine are on a perilous quest to find the
seven lost gems of the magic Belt of Deltora. Only when all
gems have been restored to the Belt can Deltora be freed
from the tyranny of the evil Shadow Lord. Four gems have
been found. Now, though grave news reaches Lief from home
and he longs to return, the quest must continue. To find the
fifth stone the heroes must venture almost to the border of the
Shadowlands, and plunge into the darkness and terror of the
realm of the monstrous toad Gellick-Dread Mountain.
Aided by the mysterious magic of Deltora's last dragons, Lief,
Barda and Jasmine have found and destroyed two of the
Four Sisters, evil Shadow Lord creations which have been
poisoning Deltora. Now, aware that time is running out for the
kingdom's starving people, the companions are racing to their
next goal, on the wild west coast. But the Shadow Lord has
become aware of their quest. And, somehow, he knows every
move they make. Terrible dangers from the present and the
past lie in wait for them. And the greatest shock of all lurks in
the lair of the ferocious Kobb, on the desolate Isle of the
Dead.
The evil Shadow Lord has become aware that Lief, Barda
and Jasmine are searching for the seven lost gems of the
magic Belt of Deltora. He knows that if the gems can be
restored to the Belt its power will threaten his tyranny. Five
gems have already been found. The next stone lies hidden in
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the underwater lair of the hideous and ferocious Glus.
Already exhausted, and pursued by the servants of the
Shadow Lord, the three companions will need all their
strength and courage to face the Maze of the Beast.
Dread Mountain
Bravest heart will carry on when sleep is death, and hope is
gone. Rowan doesn't believe he has a brave heart. But when
the river that supports his village of Rin runs dry, he must join
a dangerous journey to its source in the forbidden Mountain.
To save Rin, Rowan and his companions must conquer not
only the Mountain's many tricks, but also the fierce dragon
that lives at its peak.

Henry is up to his usual mischief: annoying his younger
brother, ruining Moody Margaret's sleepover, and
irritating his teacher, Mrs. Battleaxe-not to mention trying
to manipulate his family into seeing his favorite band-the
Killer Boy Rats. "Kids will love reading the laugh-out-loud
funny stories about someone whose behavior is even
worse than their own." -School Library Journal "Not since
'Nate the Great' has an early reader series created such
a buzz." -Los Angeles Times "Will engage even the most
reluctant readers." -Publishers Weekly
After his best friend, Endon, is given the Belt of Deltora
and prounounced king, Jarred discovers a plot to
overthrow the new monarch.
Lief, Barda, and Jasmine continue their quest for the
seven gems of the Belt of Deltora, now searching for the
third gem, said to be hidden in the City of the Rats.
Here, for the first time, the three handsome, hardcover
bind-up editions of the international best-selling fantasy
series DELTORA QUEST are brought together in one
superb slipcase edition. That's all fifteen of the original
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DELTORA QUEST novels, over 1700 pages, complete
and unabridged! Join Lief and his companions on their
perilous quests for the great gems of Deltora, the Pirran
Pipe, and the Four Sisters. Can the brave friends defeat
the evil Shadow Lord?
Lief, Barda and Jasmine, searching for the seven lost
gems of the magic Belt of Deltora, have almost reached
their goal. Six gems now gleam in the Belt, but the last
must be found before Deltora can be freed from the
tyranny of the evil Shadow Lord. The companions have
faced many terrors with strength and courage. Now they
are about to meet dark mysteries that strength and
courage alone cannot defeat. If they fail, their quest will
be lost, and they will remain forever trapped in the
swirling mists of the Valley of the Lost.
The international bestselling series returns for a new
generation with a fresh look and bonus content from the
legends of Deltora. Lief, Barda, and Jasmine--three
companions with nothing in common but their hatred of
the enemy--are on a perilous quest to recapture the
seven lost gems of the magic Belt of Deltora. Only when
the Belt is complete can the evil Shadow Lord be
overthrown. They have succeeded in finding the golden
topaz and the great ruby. The two gems' mysterious
powers have strengthened them and given them courage
to move on in their search for the third stone. But none of
them can know the horrors that await them in the
forbidden City of the Rats.
Nineteen stories reveal the secret history of the land of
Deltora and the rise of Adin, the first king to unite the
tribes of Deltora.
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The perks of being an émigré wallflower Jupiter was born
in Russia, but he's getting quite an education in America.
He sees everything slightly askew - but in a way that's
endearing to (most) of his fellow students. A popular girl
takes him under her wing. He falls for her. A bully sets
him as a target. But Jupiter disarms him in an
unexpected way. His best friend ends up hanging with a
posse of science geeks. Jupiter feels left out. With deadon deadpan humor, Matthue Roth makes everything
illuminated about American teen life - like Borat as
directed by John Hughes.
Lief, Barda, and their unpredictable new companion
Jasmine are on an urgent mission to find the seven
stones from the magic Belt of Deltora. The golden topaz
has already been found. But only when all the stones
have been restored to the Belt can thei

"Locked inside Dervish's study. Breath coming
quickly, raggedly. Trembling wildly. I still feel sick
and dizzy, but maybe that's fear. I force myself to
breathe normally, evenly. When I'm in control, I study
my reflection, looking for telltale signs. Am I turning
into a werewolf? I don't know..." Grubbs Grady has
so far escaped the family curse, but when he begins
to experience alarming symptoms at the onset of the
full moon, he is scared that the jaws of fate are
opening and about to swallow him whole. He has
cheated death, defeated demons, moved on with his
life. But Grubbs is torn between the world of magic
and his wolfen genes. Can he fight the beast inside
or will he fall victim to his tainted blood?
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With the aid of Deltora's last dragons, Lief, Barda
and Jasmine have destroyed three of the Four
Sisters, the evil Shadow Lord creations that are
poisoning their land. Their quest will end in the city of
Del, where the Sister of the South lies hidden. Del is
Lief, Barda and Jasmine's home, but it has changed
while they have been gone. Fear now stalks the
streets, treachery lurks behind smiling faces, and evil
prowls the palace. Even as they confront their own
fears, the three companions know they cannot turn
back. For in the Shadowlands, the Shadow Lord
gloats, waiting for the terrifying end . . .
Destiny leads Rowan of Rin to make choices which
could save a powerful crystal, thereby ensuring the
safety of his people and his people's shore-dwelling
allies.
Lief, Barda and Jasmine have two parts of the fabled
Pirran Pipe. Now they must seek the final part on the
emerald isle of Keras. The Pipe is their only chance
of saving the thousands of Deltorans enslaved in the
Shadowlands, for it is said to be the only thing the
Shadow Lord fears in his own domain. But can the
Pipe be made whole? And if it can, will its ancient
magic still prevail against the enemy's sorcery? Or
are the companions walking into a trap? Filled with
doubts they move on, knowing that, whatever
happens, their quest will end in the darkness and
horror of the Shadowlands itself.
The continuing adventures of Leif and his
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companions as the attempt to stop the Shadow Lord.
Presents the adventures of Lief, Barda, and Jasmine
as they seek the seven magic jewels of the Belt of
Deltora, which are hidden throughout the land, in
order to save their country and its people from the
evil Shadow Lord.
Apprenticed to the Most High Academe of
Sanctaphrax, a floating city of scholars, gossip, and
treachery, fourteen-year-old Quint runs increasingly
dangerous errands, which eventually bring him to a
place of gruesome monsters that threaten his life
and those of his friends.
After a flying lizard carries off his little sister, Rowan
of Rin and three companions are guided by a
rhyming riddle on a journey to the land of their old
enemy, the Zebak, in order to rescue her.
Lief, Barda, and Jasmine struggle to recover the
fourth missing gem of the Belt of Deltora from the
dangerous pool of Shifting Sands, where it is
guarded by a mysterious entity, in their ongoing
quest to free their people from enslavement by the
evil
The exciting adventure continues in Deltora Quest 9,
the manga adaptation of the beloved Deltora Quest
series. The series follows Lief, who has set out to
complete his father's quest to save Deltora from the
Shadow Lord. Joining Lief is an ex-palace guard
Barda and wild child Jasmine, who can speak to
trees. Their quest is to find the seven gems of the
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fabled Belt of Deltora so they can defeat the Shadow
Lord and allow the one sole heir to take their rightful
place on the throne.
Lief, Barda and Jasmine are on a perilous quest to
find the seven lost gems of the magic Belt of Deltora.
Only when all gems have been restored to the Belt
can Deltora be freed from the tyranny of the evil
Shadow Lord. Four gems have been found. Now,
though grave news reaches Lief from home and he
longs to return, the quest must continue. To find the
fifth stone the heroes must venture almost to the
border of the Shadowlands, and plunge into the
darkness and terror of the realm of the monstrous
toad Gellick - Dread Mountain.
The Four Sisters, evil creations of the Shadow Lord,
are poisoning Deltora and starving its people. Lief,
Barda and Jasmine have found and destroyed the
first of the Sisters. Now they must find the second,
hidden within the mountains that border the
Shadowlands itself. And they know that only the
Dragon of the Emerald can help them. The Shadow
Lord is now aware of their quest. Deep in the
Shadowlands, he plots their destruction. Hidden
enemies and trickery await as the companions travel
towards the Sister of the North and its terrible
guardian, the dread place called Shadowgate.
The history of the author's successful Deltora series
and its amazing creatures are presented through
extraordinary fantasy artwork, a must-have for all
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Deltora fans as well as devotees of fantasy art.
Original.
Deltora is a land of monsters and magic. The evil
Shadow Lord is plotting to invade Deltora and
enslave its people. All that stands against him is the
magic Belt of Deltora, with its seven gems of great
and mysterious power. When the gems are stolen
and hidden in dark, terrible places throughout the
kingdom, the Shadow Lord triumphs and Deltora is
lost. In secrecy, with only a hand-drawn map to
guide them, two unlikely companions set out on a
perilous quest. Determined to find the lost gems and
rid their land of the tyrant, they struggle towards their
first goal - the sinister Forests of Silence.
The start of a stirring fantasy trilogy from Emily
Rodda, the internationally bestselling author of
Dragons of Deltora! The walled city of Weld is under
attck from ferocious flying creatures that raid in the
night, bringing death and destruction. The Warden
calls for Volunteers to find and destroy the Enemy
sending invaders, and the heroes of Weld answer
the call one by one, never to return. Rye is oficially
too young to go, but his brothers are among the lost
and he must find them. What terrors await him
beyond the Wall?
Lief, Barda and Jasmine must survive Dread
Mountain at the edge of the Shadowlands to find the
fifth stone and return it to the magic Belt of Deltora in
their quest to return all seven stones and save the
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land of Deltora from the evil powers of The Shadow
Lord.
The wild, grisly story of the knight who led the battle
for independence in medieval Scotland—told in lively
illustrated prose for young readers. William Wallace
and All That is a real-life adventure packed with
historical facts about Scotland’s legendary hero, the
subject of epic poems and the classic movie
Braveheart. Join Sir William Wallace on his
fearsome quest to free the Scots from villainous King
Edward and his evil empire. Growl with anger as you
find out what nasty things Edward’s vile henchmen
did to Wallace’s girlfriend and best pal. Get
splattered with blood and gore as Wallace makes
haggis of his enemies. Gasp with terror as you learn
about the giant “hedgehogs” that helped Wallace
win battles. Groan with agony as you feel what it’s
like to be hanged, drawn and quartered. Discover
how Wallace’s grisly death made his legend grow.
Bursting with brilliant illustrations, this book will have
you shouting “Freedom!” after every page!
"Let Marc McBride show you how to create some of
the most exciting inhabitants of the magical Land of
Deltora - including your favorite dragons. Easy-tofollow guide also features step-by-step instructions
on the use of color and the secrets of perspective
drawing." -- Amazon.com.
A friend request from beyond the grave . . . Jason has met
the perfect girl. OK, so maybe he hasn't actually MET Lacey
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yet, but they talk online all the time. Yet despite spending
most nights chatting, Lacey refuses to meet up in person.
Suspicious, Jason starts googling, and his cyberstalking leads
to a shocking discovery: According to multiple newspapers,
Lacey died a year earlier. Soon, Jason finds himself
enmeshed in a disturbing mystery. Has he found a way to
iChat with the dead? Or is someone playing a dangerous
trick? Either way, Jason has to discover the truth before it's
too late. You can't put up away messages from beyond the
grave. . . .
Lief, Barda, and Jasmine have finally retrieved all the gems of
the Belt of Deltora and now, in their final step towards
overthrowing the Shadow Lord, they must find the true heir to
the kingdom's throne.
Deltora is a land of monsters and magic ... The evil Shadow
Lord is plotting to invade Deltora and enslave its people. All
that stands against him is the magic Belt of Deltora, with its
seven gems of great and mysterious power. When the gems
are stolen and hidden in dark, terrible places throughout the
kingdom, the Shadow Lord triumphs and Deltora is lost. In
secrecy, with only a hand-drawn map to guide them, two
unlikely companions set out on a perilous quest. Determined
to find the lost gems and rid their land of the tyrant, they
struggle towards their first goal-the sinister Forests of Silence.
Three companions brave the realm of the monster Gellik in
order to recover the fifth gem for the Belt of Deltora.
In the aftermath of Legacy Day, Raven Queen, reluctant
leader of the Rebels, and Apple White, head of the Royals,
work together when an Ever After High student, Maddie, gets
in trouble, threatening all of their Happily Ever Afters.
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